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"What an arrogant little twat! I can't believe you dare to talk to me like that even in the face of death! I guess you have gotten

tired of living, haven't you?" Devon was even more outraged to hear this.

"Shut up, old hag! Come at me with everything you have-l'd like to see you try!" Leon replied coldly, his tone full of contempt.

"Very well then! You asked for it, you twat! I'll let you pay the price for looking down on the Hiltons like this!" Devon was irate.

Then, he and Declan successfully evaded Alan's attacks and leaped into the air, landing lightly on their feet in front of Leon!

The rest of the Hiltons, like Devon, were equally outraged by Leon's cockiness. The three Initial Almighty Warriors sped right past

Sixth-Uncle Thompson and the rest of the martial artists' defense, and darted straight toward Leon!

In a split second, Leon became the target of everyone's attention!

"Oh no. there's no way he'll get out of this alive!" the color drained from Angus and Alan's faces as their hearts sank, especially

Alan-he wanted nothing more than to stop Devon and Declan from attacking Leon, but it was too late now!

Besides, both Devon and Declan were equally as powerful as he was, and they also had three Initial Almighty Warriors by their

side. Even if Alan managed to chase after them, there was no way he could hold off so many of them at the same time!

In conclusion, there was no way Leon could survive this unless a miracle occurred!

"Perfect!" in contrast to Alan and Angus' ashen looks, a glimmer of triumphant malice flashed through Leon's eyes. He still had

two secret weapons with him-the Cuff of Doom and the final Potential Energy Force that Master Haslewood gifted him!

However, since the Cuff of Doom was only capable of unleashing attacks of the Intermediate Almighty State, there was no way

that he could use it to combat Devon and Declan at the same time.

The only way he could do this was if he used his final Potential Energy Force!

However, the Potential Energy Force possessed such a large field of action that he did not want to employ it too soon for fear

that he would accidentally harm Alan and the rest instead!

Therefore, Leon deliberately provoked Devon in hopes that they would come for him instead. That way, he could use the

Potential Energy Force against them and declare victory!

The rest of the Hiltons could easily be taken care of by Alan, Sixth-Uncle Thompson, and the rest!

Just as Leon was about to unleash his Potential Energy

Force, however, a black car screeched to a halt in front of them.

The car door swung open, and two formidable men who commanded attention stepped out.

It was none other than Oliver and Abraham!

"Stop what you're doing! We're the Dragon Corps. Who dares to commit murder right underneath our noses?" despite sounding

extremely commanding, they both immediately balked when they caught sight of Devon, Declan, and the rest of the Hiltons

charging straight toward Leon.

Then, without a moment's hesitation, they surged straight toward Leon!
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